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Abstract 

This article proposes a novel remote authentication scheme with smart card based on 

chaotic maps, where BAN-Logic is used to verify the security of the structure. Just like an 

RSA system, the chaotic map-based code system suffers from chosen-message forgery 

attacks. However, such attacks will not influence the security of the proposed scheme. The 

proposed scheme, which has higher security than the existed methods has the following 

advantages: 1) the user can select password at will; 2) any legal owner can use the smart 

card to perform online registration at the password center; 3) there is a one-to-one 

relationship between each user and his smart card so creating an identification code for 

each user is unnecessary; 4) the authentication server (AS) can confirm the remote login 

request from a user without any difficulties even without the verification table or any 

private information; 5) no forger can successfully cheat the scheme by resending stolen 

registration information; 6) no illegal owner can successfully log in to the scheme using 

the smart card. 

 

Keywords: remote authentication, smart card, chaotic maps, information security, 

BAN-Logic 

 

1. Introduction 

In the current network system, once the servers are connected to it, they are usually 

shared by many authorized users. According to the conventional password verification 

method, each user should register his own public identification code (ID) and secret 

password (PW) to the authentication server (AS). Then, the AS will save the registered 

IDs and PWs in the password file. When a user wants to log in to the system, he should 

provide his personal ID and PW to the AS; then, the AS will compare the ID and PW with 

data saved in the password file to determine whether or not to allow the user to log in to 

the system. However, this method saves secret information in a password file, which can 

result in serious security problems. Moreover, any attacker may capture the verification 

information from legal users and cheat the system by resending the information. In order 

to overcome the aforementioned problem, we use the one way hash function and other 

encryption algorithms to encrypt user passwords as test patterns (TPs) and store the 

registered IDs and TPs in a public inventory, where the inventory is in a so-called 

verification table. A user can encrypt his password as a test pattern (TPs) before logging 

in to the system and then send his ID and TP to the AS. The AS will check whether or not 

the user’s ID and TP are consistent with those stored in the system to determine whether 
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to accept the login request of the user or not. Most previous password verification 

methods use the above process [20]. However, all these methods are vulnerable to hackers 

resending stolen verification information to the system. Furthermore, maintaining and 

managing the verification table creates an additional cost for the authentication center. 

Now, smart card is another tool for security access of commerce and computer network 

communication applications. Many studies have already proposed various methods that 

do not need to save the verification table in the authentication center [4, 8, 19]. In this 

way, a user can remotely log in to the system whether the network is safe or not. Of 

course, many security problems are still waiting to be solved. Over the past decades, 

many studies have dealt with encryption systems based on the chaos theory [16]. In 

particular, the chaotic system is used to design communication protocols with high 

security, or the symmetric encryption protocol [7, 13, 18] and hashing function [2, 17] are 

used in chaotic maps.  Recently, chaotic maps have begun to also be used in digital 

signatures [1]. 

Some research has already addressed smart card applications based on chaotic maps [5, 

6], but all of them lack security. Thus, we propose a novel smart card remote 

authentication application based on the characteristics of chaotic maps in order to increase 

the security and completeness of smart cards and to make chaotic map applications more 

comprehensive. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we explain the features of 

chaotic maps. In Sections 3 and 4, we propose our scheme and prove its security by BAN-

Logic, respectively. In Section 5, we analyze the security and computation performances 

of the proposed scheme and compare them with those of the other schemes. Finally, we 

conclude this paper in Section 6. 

 

2. Preliminaries 

In this section, we first introduce the definitions and related characteristics of 

chaotic maps [9, 10]. 

Definition 1: Chebyshev polynomial, Tn(x), is a polynomial, where the integer, n 

denotes the degree of x, which is a variable within the interval [1, 

1]. Chebyshev polynomial can be derived as: 

))cos(cos()( xarxTn   ( 11  x ),                                                                                   

(1) 

According to (1), Tn(x) can be further as: 

)()(2)( 21 xTxxTxT nnn   , ( 2n ),                                                                              

(2) 

where T0(x) = 1 and T1(x) = x. 

From (1) and (2), we can obtain its characteristic equation as:  

12)( 2  xttxf ,                                                                                                  
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Chebyshev polynomial has two important properties: 

The semi-group property: 
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where r and s are positive integer numbers and x [1, 1]. 

The chaotic property: 

When the degree n > 1, Chebyshev polynomial mapping: Tn(x): [1, 1] → [1, 1] of 

degree n is a chaotic map with the invariant density 
21

1
)(*

x

xf







for 

Lyapunov exponent nln > 0. 

In order to enhance the property, Zhang[21] proved that the time interval 

(  , ) that maintains the semi-group property as the definition of Chebyshev 

polynomial is as follows: 

PxTxxTxT nnn mod))()(2()( 21                                                                           

(7) 

where 2n , ),( x , and P is a large prime number. Obviously: 

PxTTxTTxT rssrrs mod))(())(()(                                                                          

(8) 

Definition 2: For given two elements x and y, the task of the discrete logarithm 

problem is to find an integer s, such that Ts(x) = y. 

Definition 3: For given three elements x, Tr(x), and Ts(x), the task of the Diffie-

Hellman problem is to compute element Trs(x). 

 

3. The Proposed Scheme 

In this section, we propose a novel smart card remote authentication scheme based on 

chaotic maps. The scheme can be divided into four phases: system initialization, smart 

card registration, and user login and authentication server verification. These four phases 

have four main characters: password center (PC), user, smart card and authentication 

server (AS). 

In the system initialization phase, the PC will establish some necessary public and 

secret parameters. First, the PC will assign an initial password to each smart card, and 

issue a smart card and the corresponding password to a user before the smart card 

registration phase. Other parameters will be stored in the smart card and only the smart 

card can read these parameters. In the smart card registration phase, the user can perform 

on-line registration for his smart card (using the initial password) and select a desired 

password to register it on the PC. Next, the PC will generate a test code that corresponds 

to the password selected by the user, and then store the test code in the smart card. The 

identification codes of all successfully registered users will be saved in a registration 

status file maintained by the PC. In the user login phase, the user should insert the smart 

card into any terminal connected to the AS and then enter his password. Next, the smart 

card will create a remote login request message and transmit it to the AS. In the 

authentication server verification phase, the AS can examine the remote login requests 

from users without the verification table or any secret information. In Section 3.1, we 

describe the symbols that will be used later, and in Section 3.2, we illustrate the four 

respective phases. 
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3.1. Notations 

In this section, notations used in our scheme are described in Table 1. 

Table 1. Notations Descriptions 

Notations Descriptions 

PC Password center 

SC Smart card 

Ui User i 

AS Authentication server 

PC, PS Two big prime numbers, and PC < PS 

eS, eC Integers, 
SPS Ze  ,

CPC Ze   

dS, dC SSS Ped mod1 (secret key)， CCC Ped mod1  

h One-way hash function 

ID Identification code 

PW Password 

t’ 
The time when the PC receives the registration request from a 

smart card 

t’’ The time when the AS receives a login verification message 

Timereg, Timelog Timestamps 

δ Transmission delay time between the PC and Ui logged in to server 

ε Transmission delay time between the AS and Ui logged in to server 

AC Test code 

 

3.2. Description of Each Phase 

A. System initialization phase 

In this phase, the following steps will be performed by the PC to prepare the system: 

Step 1: Define PS, eS and dS for the system. 

Step 2: Define PC, eC and dC for the smart card, where PC < PS. 

Step 3: Select a one-way hash function. 

Step 4: Perform the following steps for the smart card: 

4-1: Assign an identification code IDC and a password PWC for the smart card. 

4-2: Store IDC, (PS, eS), (PC, eC), h and dC in the smart card. 

4-3: Calculate a test code AC for PWC, and store it in the smart card. The definition 

of the symbol, ♁ , is exclusive or computation. 

SCCCedC PPIDhPWhTTA
CS

mod)mod)())((( 2                                                        

(9) 

Step 5: Publish PS, eS, PC, and h; and store dS as the secret key. 

It is note that all smart cards can have the same PS, eS, PC, and h, but have different IDC, 

AC, eC and dC. The secret key dS is used to establish a verification test code for a smart 

card and its user during the smart card registration phase. If a user wants to join the 
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system, he should have a legal smart card and an initial password PWC given by the PC in 

advance. The initial password of a smart card can only be used one time when registering 

the smart card. The system initialization phase is also shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. System Initialization Phase 

B. Smart card registration phase 

If a user (Ui) wants to use his own smart card to join the system, Ui should insert his smart 

card into a server connected to the PC. The on-line registration of the smart card of Ui and 

the password PWi selected by Ui are as follows: 

Step 1: The smart card asks Ui to input the initial password PWC and the password 

PWi selected by Ui. 

Step 2: The smart card requests a timestamp (Timereg) from the PC. 

Step 3: The smart card calculates: 

CregCdC PTimehPWhTY
C

mod))()((                                                                          

(10) 

SCregCidei PPTimehPWhPWhTTY
CS

modmod))()()(((                                        

(11) 

Step 4: The smart card sends {IDC, YC, Yi, AC, eC, Timereg} to the PC via a secret 

path. 

Step 5: The PC checks whether the deadline of the received timestamp, Timereg, is legal 

by the equation, ∣ t’ - Timereg∣ ≦  δ, where t’ is the time when the PC received 

the registration message of the smart card, and δ is the transmission delay time 

between the PC and the server that Ui logged in to. 

If the above equation cannot hold, the registration request will be rejected. 

Step 6: The PC checks the registration status file to determine whether the received IDC 

has been registered by another person. 

If the IDC has been registered by another person, the registration request will be ended. 

Step 7: The PC checks whether the following equation holds: 

CCregCeeSCe PIDhTimehYThTPAT
CCS

mod)()))()(((mod)(                                

(12) 

If the above equation cannot hold, the registration request will be ended. 

Step 8: The PC calculates: 
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CCeSidei PYTPYTTZ
CSC

mod)()mod)((                                                                     

(13) 

SCCiedi PPIDhZTTA
CS

mod)mod)()((                                                                      

(14) 

And transmit messages {IDC, Ai} to the smart card. 

Step 9: The smart card checks whether Ai is correct by the following equation: 

CCieSie PIDhPWhTPAT
CS

mod)())((mod)(                                                              

(15) 

If the above equation cannot hold, the registration request will be ended or will replace 

the original Ac with Ai in the smart card and ask the PC to record IDc in the registration 

file. 

The smart card registration phase is shown in Figure 2. Step 5 is used to examine, 

whether they received timestamp, Timereg, is legal, to prevent attackers impersonating a 

legal user (Ui) to register on a PC with stolen legal registration messages. Via a complete 

on-line registration stage, each registered user will have a unique one-to-one relation with 

his own smart card.  As the verification message Ai is used as the test code of IDC and 

PWi, only the user and his own smart card can create a legal remote verification message. 

We can see that the registration message communicated between the smart card and the 

PC does not leak the initial password or the plain text selected by the user; moreover, the 

PC only knows the coded form of the user’s password. The reason that the PC maintains 

the registration file is to prevent an illegal card owner from using the card to perform 

registration again. Therefore, each user can only register his smart card once. 

 

 

Figure 2. Smart Card Registration Phase 

In the smart card registration phase, Step 7 is used to examine Ac in order to make the 

PC believe that the smart card to be registered is legal; afterward, Step 9 examines Ai to 

make the smart card believe that the user password PWi has been successfully registered. 

The examination equation in Step 7 of the smart card registration phase can be derived 
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from (9) of Step 4 in the system initialization phase in Subsection 3. Next, we illustrate 

why the examination equation of Step 9 of the smart card registration phase can hold. 

First, the following equation can be derived from Step 3: 
)))(mod( )()((mod)( CregCidSid PTimehPWhPWhTPYT

CS
                                               

(16) 

Next, the follow equation can be derived from Step 8: 

)mod)(( Sidei PYTTZ
SC

 CCe PYT
C

mod)(  

CregCregCide PTimehPWhTimehPWhPWhTT
SC

mod)()()))()()(((   

CregCregCi PTimehPWhTimehPWhPWh mod)()()()()(   

Ci PPWh mod)(                                                                                                           

(17) 

Therefore, 

)(( iedi ZTTA
CS


SCC PPIDh mod)mod)(

 

SCCied PPIDhPWhTT
CS

mod)mod)())(((                                                              

(18) 

From this result, we can ensure that the examination equation in Step 9 can hold. 

C. User login phase 

When a user (Ui) wants to log in to the system, Ui should insert his smart card 

into any terminal connected to the AS and then input his password PWi. Next, the 

smart card will perform the following steps: 

Step 1: Request a timestamp, Timelog, from the AS. 

Step 2: Calculate a test code related to PWi and Timelog, which is as follows: 

Cidi PTimehPWhTC
C

mod))()(( log                                                                            

(19) 

Step 3: Create a verification message {IDC, Ai, Ci, Timelog, eC} only for Ui, and 

transmit the message to the AS. 

The above steps are illustrated in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. User Login Phase and Authentication Server Verification Phase 

D. Authentication server verification phase 

After receiving the message {IDC, Ai, Ci, Timelog, eC}, the AS performs the following 

steps to confirm whether Ui is legal or not: 

Step 1: Check whether the deadline of the received timestamp, Timelog, is legal. Let t’’ be 

the time when the AS received the registration verification message, and then 
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check whether the equation, ∣ t’’ – Timelog∣ ≦  ε, holds or not, where ε is the 

transmission delay time between the AS and the terminal that Ui logged in to. 

If the above equation holds, the registration request of Ui will be accepted; otherwise, the 

registration request of Ui will be denied. 

Step 2: Check whether the following equation holds or not: 

))()((mod)( logTimehCTTPAT ieeSie CCS
  ))(mod( CC PIDh                                  

(20) 

If the above equation holds, the registration request of Ui will be accepted; otherwise, the 

registration request of Ui will be denied. 

The authentication server verification phase is shown in Figure 3, which explains that 

when verifying a remote login request, the AS does not have to use the verification table 

or any secret information. The confirmation equation of step 2 of the authentication server 

verification phase can be derived from the following process: 

The following equation can be derived from step 9 of the smart card registration stage: 

))((mod)( ieSie PWhTPAT
CS

 CC PIDh mod)(                                                            

(21) 

Therefore, the following equation can be derived from Steps 2-3 of the user login phase: 

CCiee PIDhTimehCTT
CC

mod)())()(( log   

))()()(( loglog TimehTimehPWhT ieC


CC PIDh mod)(
 

CCie PIDhPWhT
C

mod)())((  CSie PPAT
S

mod)mod)((                                          

(22) 

In other words, the confirmation equation of Step 2 of the authentication server 

verification phase holds. 

 

4. BAN-Logic Verification 
 

4.1 Introduction of BAN-Logic 

Ban-Logic is mainly used to verify the security of the mutual verification process 

between the password center (PC), user (Ui), smart card (SC) and authentication server 

(AS). In the proposed scheme, the following five main items need to be verified: 

(1) SC believes Ui is true. 

(2) PC believes SC is true. 

(3) PC believes Ui is true. 

(4) AS believes SC is true. 

(5) AS believes Ui is true. 

According to the characteristics of the security analysis of BAN-Logic [3, 11], several 

symbol expressions should be observed, which are as follows: 

Characteristic 1: (X, Y): X and Y are the members of (X, Y). 

Characteristic 2: <X>Y: can obtain X via the secret parameter Y. 

Characteristic 3: {X}K: can encrypt X via the key K. 

Characteristic 4: U
K
 : K is the public key of the entity U. 

Characteristic 5: P-K-Q: P and Q can use the commonly shared key K to 

communicate with each other; any third parties except for P and Q 

cannot know about the existence of K. 

Characteristic 6: P<=S=>Q: S is only known by P and Q; therefore, P and Q can use S to 

verify one another’s identity. 

The several inference rules for the security analysis of BAN-Logic are as follows: 

Inference rule 1: Freshness conjunction rule 
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Definition: Remove the secret parameter Y or key K from the outermost expression 

rule of the original message. 

Inference rule 2: Break conjunction rule 

Definition: When a message is completely trusted, all the parameters n the message 

can be trusted. 

Inference rule 3: Message-mean rule 

Definition: Remove the secret parameter Y and key K from the remaining message. 

Inference rule 4: Nonce-verification rule 

Definition: If there are independent random numbers, they can be removed 

according to the rule. 

Inference rule 5: Jurisdiction rule 

Definition: If A trusts B and B trusts C, A can directly trust C. 

 

4.2 Authentication Proof based on BAN-logic 

We use the security analysis of BAN-Logic to prove the security of the mutual 

verification process of the proposed scheme and the message communication processes in 

all four phases. Before the security analysis of BAN-Logic, these message communication 

processes should be expressed with the aforementioned basic symbols. 

M1. PC→SC: {IDC, PWC, (PS, eS), (PC, eC), h, dC, AC} 

M2. Ui→SC: {PWC, PWi} 

M3. SC→PC: {IDC, YC, Yi, AC, eC, Timereg} 

M4. PC→SC: {IDC, Ai} 

M5. Ui→SC: {PWi} 

M6. SC→AS: {IDC, Ai, Ci, eC, Timelog} 

Furthermore, we should have hypothetical conditions and then use BAN-Logic to 

prove our hypothetical results to ensure that the results are consistent with our inference 

processes. The hypothetical conditions are as follows: 

A1: PC believes PS, eS, PC and h. 

A2: PC believes SC, and SC believes PS, eS, PC and h. 

A3: PC believes IDC, PWC, eC, dC, and AC. 

A4: PC believes SC, and SC believes IDC, PWC, eC, dC, and AC. 

A5: PC believes AC. 

A6: SC believes AC. 

A7: Ui believes PWC and PWi. 

A8: Ui believes SC, and SC believes PWC and PWi. 

A9: SC believes IDC, YC, Yi, AC, eC, and Timereg. 

A10: SC believes PC, and PC believes IDC, YC, Yi, AC, eC, and Timereg. 

A11: PC believes Ai. 

A12: SC believes Ai. 

A13: AS believes Ai. 

A14: Ui believes PWi. 

A15: Ui believes SC, and SC believes PWi. 

A16: SC believes IDC, Ai, Ci, eC, and Timelog. 

A17: SC believes AS, and AS believes IDC, Ai, Ci, eC, and Timelog. 

The formal verification processes of the BAN-Logic analysis, which use a series of 

expressions to perform security analysis, are as follows: 

(1) Via M1 and assuming A1, A2 and the freshness conjunction rule, SC will 

believe PS, eS, PC and h.                  

Condition 1 

(2) Via Condition 1 and assuming A3, A4 and the break conjunction rule, SC will 

believe IDC, PWC, eC, dC, and AC.                            

Condition 2 
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(3) Via Condition 2 and assuming A5, A6 and the message-mean rule, SC will 

believe AC. 

Condition 3 

(4) Via M2 and condition 2 and assuming A7, A8 and the jurisdiction rule, SC will 

believe Ui is true. 

Condition 4 

(5) Via M1 and M3 and assuming A9, A10 and the break conjunction rule, PC will 

believe IDC, YC, Yi, AC, eC, and Timereg. 

Condition 5 

(6) Via Condition 5 and M4 and assuming A11, A12 and the message-mean rule, SC 

will believe Ai. 

Condition 6 

(7) Via Condition 6, M4 and the jurisdiction rule, PC will believe SC is true. 

Condition 7 

(8) Via M5 and assuming A14, A15 and Condition 7, PC will believe Ui is true. 

Condition 8 

(9) Via M6 and assuming A16, A17 and the message-mean rule, AS will believe 

IDC, Ai, Ci, eC, Timelog. 

Condition 9 

(10) Via Condition 9 and assuming A12, A13 and the jurisdiction rule, AS will 

believe SC is true. 

Condition 10 

(11) Via Conditions 10, 8, 7, 4 and the jurisdiction rule, AS will believe Ui is true. 

Condition 11 

Through the above processes and Conditions 4, 7, 8, 10 and 11, we can prove that the 

mutual verification processes between the password center (PC), user (Ui), smart card 

(SC) and authentication server (AS) are safe. 

 

5. Security and Computation Cost Analyses 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, the security and 

computation cost analyses of the proposed and existed methods are addressed in the 

following two subsections. 

 

5.1 Security Analysis 

In this subsection, we analyze some attacks that may be used by attackers to crack the 

registration messages of legal users, legal remote registration requests, the public 

parameters of the system or smart cards, etc., to cheat the system. The discussions of these 

security problems that may take place are as follows: 

Security problem 1: crack the secret parameters of the system and smart cards 

If attackers try to crack the secret key dS through the public keys eS and Ps of the PC, 

they will face the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) [14]. Similarly, if attackers try to 

crack the secret key dS of a smart card, they will face the same difficulty. 

Security problem 2: derive passwords from a stolen message 

During the registration and logging in to the system, passwords (including initial 

password PWC and user password PWi) are protected by the one-way hash function h.  

That is to say, these passwords are expressed by the coded forms, h(PWC) and h(PWi).  

Thus, any attackers, and even the PC or the AS, are incapable of deriving passwords from 

stolen registration or verification messages. 

Security problem 3: an illegal smart card owner trying to re-register a smart card 

No one can use a smart card to carry out new registration unless he knows the 

password PWC created during the system initialization stage. If a smart card has already 

been registered, the Ai in the smart card has a one-to-one relationship with the 
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corresponding identification code IDC and password PWi. Furthermore, the registration 

status file maintained by the PC will record legal smart cards and their owners. Thus, in 

examination Steps 6-7 of the smart card registration phase, PC will not allow attackers to 

try to re-register a registered smart card. 

Security problem 4: attackers trying to re-attack without smart cards 

Any attacker may capture a legal verification message {IDC, Ai, Ci, Timelog, eC} and 

then try to impersonate Ui to resend the message. However, this kind of attack will be 

eliminated by Step 1 of the authentication server verification phase. 

Security problem 5: attackers trying to log in to the scheme without smart cards 

Obviously, any attacker who knows the secret key dS of the PC and the secret key dC of 

a smart card can create a fake Ai or Ci to create a legal login message. However, the 

security considerations of dS and dC that will prevent this have already been discussed in 

security problem 1. 

Security problem 6: an illegal smart card owner trying to log in to the scheme 

It is impossible for anyone to create a correct test code Ci using a smart card during 

Step 2 of the user login phase to pass the examination of Step 2 of the authentication 

server verification phase. Assume that a attacker is trying to create a fake legal 

registration message with a stolen smart card, but he does not know dS, dC and PWi. From 

the point of view of security problem 2, the attacker can obtain h(PWi) by eavesdropping 

on a login message. For example, if a attacker selects an acceptable timestamp Timelog* 

and acquires the signature that the secret key dC of the smart card made for the 

message, *)()( logTimehPWh i  , he can easily create a legal registration message {IDC, Ai, 

Ci*, Timelog*, eC} to pass the examination of the authentication server verification phase, 

which is a so-called “chosen-plaintext attack”. In order to successfully realize the above 

“chosen-plaintext attack”, the attacker should input the corresponding PWi into the smart 

card and impersonate the AS to send the timestamp Timelog* to the smart card; afterward, 

the smart card will use its secret key dC to make a signature for the 

message *)()( logTimehPWh i  . The security analysis of deriving passwords from 

captured registration or verification messages has already been discussed in security 

problem 2.  Hence, the attacker cannot perform a chosen-plaintext attack if he does not 

know PWi. 

Finally, the security and the functionality of our scheme comparisons with those of the 

related schemes [5, 12, 15] are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2. Security and Functionality Comparisons between the Proposed and 

the Related Schemes 

 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 

Li et al. [12] Yes Yes No Yes Yes No 

Song. [15] Yes Yes No Yes No No 

Guo and Chang. [5] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Our scheme Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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5.2 Computation Cost Analysis 

If tCM is the time for the computation of chaotic maps and tH is the time for the 

execution of a one-way hash function, the computation complexity analyses of the 

user login stage and authentication server verification phase are as follows:  

The complexity of the user login phase is tCM + 2×tH, and the complexity of the 

authentication server verification phase is 3×tCM + 2×tH. Based on the concept of the pre-

computation of h(PWi)modPC, the complexity of the user login phase can be reduced to 

tCM + tH. Thus, the scheme is appropriate for smart cards. 

 

5.3 Computation Cost Comparison 

According to the four phases of the proposed scheme, we compare the computational 

cost of related schemes. Table 3 illustrates the computational cost comparison between 

the proposed and related schemes. 

C1: computation cost of the system initialization phase; 

C2: computation cost of the smart card registration phase; 

C3: computation cost the user login phase; 

C4: computation cost of the authentication server verification phase;  

tH: time of one way hash function operation; 

tS: time of symmetric encryption or decryption; 

tM: time of scalar multiplication on elliptic curve; 

tE: time of modulus exponential operation; 

tCM: time of chaotic maps. 

Table 3. Computation Cost Comparisons between the Proposed and Related 

Schemes 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 

Li et al. [12] 2tH + 3tS 1tH 8tH + 4tS 
10tH + 10tS 

+1tM 

Song. [15] 2tH + 1tE - 3tH + 1tS 3tH + 1tS + 1tE 

Guo and Chang. [5] 1tS + 1tCM 1tH 
2tH + 2tS 

+2tCM 
2tH + 3tS +3tCM 

Our scheme 2tH + 2tCM 2tH + 2tCM 1tH + 1tCM 2tH + 3tCM 

 

The first two phases of the proposed scheme require more computation resources; 

however, the computation resources spent on the proposed scheme are more efficient than 

other schemes after users begin to use the proposed scheme. 

 

6. Conclusion 

Although research regarding smart cards has been proposed before, such as the RSA 

system and elliptic curve cryptography system, and even many studies involving the 

systems combining chaotic theories and smart cards have been proposed in recent years, 

all of them lack security. Therefore, we propose a novel remote authentication scheme 

that combines smart cards and the chaotic maps technique. Through the description of 

security analysis, we have proven that the proposed scheme has better security and 
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efficiency. We hope that our research will make the applications of smart card systems 

more comprehensive. 
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